Fiction

Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line
by Deepa Anappara

When a classmate goes missing, Jai decides to use the crime-solving skills he has picked up from TV to find him. But what begins as a game turns sinister as other children start disappearing.

Hamnet: A Novel of the Plague
by Maggie O’Farrell

A deeply moving novel about the death of Shakespeare’s 11-year old son. A young Latin tutor, whose gifts as a writer are just beginning to awaken, is devastated when his beloved child succumbs to bubonic plague.

The Vanishing Half
by Brit Bennett

Weaving together multiple generations of family, from the Deep South to California, from the 1950s to the 1990s, identical twins’ lives diverge in this reflection on family, Black identity, and how the past shapes the present.

The Space Between Worlds
by Micaiah Johnson

An outsider who can travel between worlds discovers a secret that threatens the very fabric of the multiverse in this powerful examination of identity, privilege, and belonging.

Wild Rain
by Beverly Jenkins

While in Wyoming, a reporter from the East Coast meets an independent ranch owner hiding a scandalous past. Will their differences come between them or unite them in everlasting love?

The Charmed Wife
by Olga Grushin

Cinderella married the man of her dreams after following all the fairy-tale rules. Years later, her life is far from perfect so she seeks help from a witch who offers love potions to disgruntled housewives.

Cardiff, By The Sea
by Joyce Carol Oates

In these psychologically daring, chillingly suspenseful novellas, Joyce Carol Oates writes about women facing threats past and present.
The Girl Explorers by Jayne Zanglein
The untold story of how the Society of Women Geographers served as early advocates for human rights and paved the way for female scientists.

The Dead are Arising: The Life of Malcolm X by Les Payne and Tamara Payne
An epic biography by Les Payne, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, based on his interviews with anyone who had known Malcolm X: siblings, classmates, street friends, cellmates, Nation of Islam figures, FBI moles and cops, and political leaders.

Empire of Wild by Cherie Dimaline
The native tale of the Rougarou gains meaning when Joan loses her husband and he mysteriously reappears with no memory of their past. Desperate to save him, Joan must start believing in the legends of her past.

Royal Holiday by Jasmine Guillory
Love isn’t limited to the young! In this contemporary romance, American social worker Vivian gets the opportunity to tag along on her daughter’s work trip to England and finds a fling (or more?) with the private secretary to the Queen.

The Kingdom by Jo Nesbo
A mechanic from a rural village finds the limits of his family loyalties tested when his entrepreneur brother announces plans to revitalize the community through a hotel project that becomes overshadowed by greed and dangerous secrets.

The Golden Cage by Camilla Läckberg
This psychological thriller is the story of the scorned wife of a billionaire and her delicious plot to get her revenge and bring him to his knees.

Non-Fiction

Letters from an Astrophysicist by Neil deGrasse Tyson
A collection of letters sent to famed astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, along with his replies. His responses are exemplars of logical argument and are filled with information about our physical universe.

The Girl Explorers by Jayne Zanglein
The untold story of how the Society of Women Geographers served as early advocates for human rights and paved the way for female scientists.

The Dead are Arising: The Life of Malcolm X by Les Payne and Tamara Payne
An epic biography by Les Payne, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, based on his interviews with anyone who had known Malcolm X: siblings, classmates, street friends, cellmates, Nation of Islam figures, FBI moles and cops, and political leaders.
Lost Animals: Extinct, Endangered, and Rediscovered Species by John Whitfield

Brings some charismatic creatures back to life. Contains more than 200 photographs, artworks, and scientific drawings of creatures like the dodo, paraceratherium, spinosaurus, and more.

ArtCurious: Stories of the Unexpected, Slightly Odd, and Strangely Wonderful in Art History by Jennifer Dasal

ArtCurious reveals some of the strangest, funniest, and most fascinating stories behind the world’s great artists and masterpieces.

Women in White Coats: How the First Women Doctors Changed the World of Medicine by Olivia Campbell

Describes history women made by becoming doctors, detailing the gender and science boundaries they broke to reshape how we receive medical care today.

Between Two Kingdoms: A Memoir of a Life Interrupted by Suleika Jaouad

A deeply moving memoir of illness and recovery that traces one young woman’s journey from diagnosis to remission and, ultimately, a road trip of healing and self-discovery.

Anti-Racist Ally: An Introduction to Activism and Action by Sophie Williams

This guide provides sharp, simple, and insightful steps anyone can take to be a better ally in the fight against racism. The book also touches on sexism, classism, ableism, oppression, and white supremacy.

I Can Cook Vegan by Isa Chandra Moskowitz

Recipes for vegans, the vegan-curious, and reluctant parents of vegans. Here to inspire people to cook more and become all-around better citizens of the world.

American Crisis: Leadership Lessons from the COVID-19 Pandemic by Andrew Cuomo

A window into how Gov. Cuomo addressed the pandemic from its early, devastating days in NYC, when daily press briefings were followed intently not just by residents of his state, but by concerned citizens across the U.S. and the globe.

Snow: A History of the World’s Most Fascinating Flake by Anthony R. Wood

This entertaining book looks at snow in all its delightful and fearsome manifestations. It explores science, history, economics, and popular culture to understand the phenomenon of snow.
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Virtual Author Talks & Poetry Events

A LIGHT BREEZE FROM KERRY
A VIRTUAL POETRY READING WITH CURT CURTIN

SATURDAY, MARCH 13TH
@ 11AM

For more details visit mywpl.org.

Elizabeth Bishop
& Stanley Kunitz

Two Poets of Worcester Past
Saturday April 3 @ 11am

For more details visit mywpl.org.